
countdown setting_

countdown .;

> press briefly on the pusher :
by successive pressure set
the countdown on the desired
minute.

Setting of the countdown from -15 minutes to 0 minutes

At the end of the countdown, your instrument is automatically
shifting in chronograph mode and is counting the regatta hours and
the minutes until 99 hours, 59 minutes and 59 seconds.

reading over night

Dial lighthing :
Press briefly on the pusher: the dial will be iIIuminated for a
period of 3 seconds.

chronograph:

> if you set the countdown
on 0 : your instrument is
working like a chronograph
and is adding the time until
99 hours, 59 minutes and
59 seconds.

start, stop and reset function

start function
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> press 1x on the pusher.

stop function

> press 2x on the pusher,
(Why to press 2x : to avoid
any involuntary manipulation
of the pusher).

reset function

(back to countdown)

> press 1x on the pusher.
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time setting

-=....---=;:---~--:,..-.:....'""l---+ Hours setti n9 :
> press during 3 seconds on the
pusher: the hours will start blinking,
> press successively on the pusher
until the desired hour is set.

Minutes setting:
> press during 3 seconds on the pusher: the hours will start blinking,

> release the pusher and press again during 3 seconds: the minutes will start blinking,
> press successively on the pusher until the desired minute is set.

Once your setting is finished, the hours or minutes will continue blinking for a few seconds.
When they don't blink anymore, your setting is registered.

catch-up function

catch-up function
> press 2x on the pusher,

(Why to press 2 x : to avoid any invol-
untary manipulation of the pusher
during the regatta).

What for is the catch function needed: During the departure signal given at -5 minutes you
were busy with a sail at the front and you have activated the countdown a few seconds too late.
> By pressing 2 x on the pusher at the -4 minute signal you will be again perfectly on time !


